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Executive Summary
This document is the fifth deliverable from WP3 “Reliability, Robustness and Software Integrity of Parallel Software” and it basically reports the tools and applications for i) testing parallel software; iii) verifying patterned codes; ii) detecting
catastrophic failures; and iv) detecting extra functional property violations, for the
implementations of advanced patterns, as described in the amended DoW. In particular, D3.5 is a follow up of D3.2 including the last contributions of WP3 (T3.1
“Testing parallel software”). Thus, according to the DoW we will describe the application of the testing tool for the advanced set of patterns. D3.5 also extends the
tools for detecting catastrophic failures (T3.2 “Detection of catastrophic failures”),
where “we apply the data race detection tools in the implementations of the advanced set of pattens”, in particular this will be done with the G R PPI advanced
patterns. According to the DoW, as well, “we will describe the application of the
tools for verification and detection of extra functional property violations” in the
advanced set of patterns of RePhrase.
The deliverable details four different software contributions:

i) A Combinatorial Test Design Tool for extending test planning models and
test suites built for sequential program to address patterned programs after
refactoring.

ii) a semantic verification framework based on C++ contracts for improving the
detection of data races in lock-free data structures.

iii) a symbolic interpretation based tool for verifying pattered C++ programs
after refactoring.

iv) extension of the RePhrase refactoring tool, as well as a part of the dynamic
scheduling infrastructure for static and dynamic detection of performance
bottlenecks.

The main responsibilities relative to the contributions to this deliverable may be
summarized as follows: IBM → testing and verifying the patterned codes, UC3M
→ improving the detection of data races, USTAN → detecting extra functional
property violations.
The placement of D3.5 in the WP3 overall deliverable list is summarized by
the following schema:
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while the strict influences between pattern design and implementation in WP3 and
activities in the other major technical workpackages are summarized by the following schema:

The contributions per partner of this deliverable led by UC3M are the following:
• IBM has contributed in Chapter 2, providing a methodology and an automated tool for testing the advanced parallel pattern implementations produced by RePhrase.
• IBM has produced Chapter 3, which extends ExpliSAT to check the formal
correctness of the implementations and refactoring for advanced pattern set
of RePhrase.
• UC3M has contributed in Chapter 4, providing a semantic verification framework based on C++ contracts for improving the detection of data races in
lock-free data structures and an evaluation of such framework on the advanced patterns of RePhrase.
• USTAN has produced Chapter 5, describing the tools and techniques for
detecting and addressing violations of extra-functional properties of applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The main aim of the WP3 from the RePhrase project is to validate reliability,
robustness, resilience and software integrity of the software produced using the
RePhrase methodology. Specifically, WP3 addresses these areas by providing
tools and techniques for testing parallel data-intensive software, tools and techniques for detecting catastrophic concurrency failures and data-consistency issues,
tools and techniques for the verification of sequential versus parallel code, tools to
support quality assurance analysis of the code, and tools to support the detection
of extra-functional property violations.
Testing, Verification and Analysis software processes guarantee that the code
is free of bugs; that it meets the requirements identified during the requirement
analysis. Also, it ensures that static and dynamic analyses on the properties of
the code are free of potential problems. For parallel data-intensive applications,
this phase involves ensuring that a program meets its extra-functional requirements
(such as performance, data placement, memory and/or energy usage) for different
platforms and architectures. Both testing and verification are much harder than in
sequential settings due to possible non-deterministic runtime behavior. To date,
none of these issues have been addressed in a holistic way that considers the entire
software life cycle, from design, through implementation, testing/verification/debugging, deployment, evolution and long-term maintenance.
This deliverable of the RePhrase project reports the tools and techiniques for
testing, verifications, catastrophic failures and property violations for advanced
patterns. The rest of this document is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a methodology and an automated tool for testing the
advanced parallel pattern implementations produced by RePhrase.
• Chapter 3 extends ExpliSAT to check the formal correctness of the implementations and refactoring for advanced pattern set of RePhrase.
• Chapter 4 describes a semantic verification framework based on C++ contracts for improving the detection of data races in lock-free data structures
and an evaluation of such framework on the advanced patterns.
6

• Chapter 5 describes the tools and techniques for detecting and addressing
violations of extra-functional properties of applications.
• Chapter 6 enumerates a few concluding remarks and future works.
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Chapter 2

Testing Parallel Software
2.1

Combinatorial Test Design (CTD)

Combinatorial test design (CTD), a.k.a. combinatorial testing, is an effective test
planning technique for coping with the verification challenge of increasingly complex software systems. As the size of test spaces continuously grows, exhaustive
verification methods become impractical. Functional testing, on the other hand, is
prone to omissions, as it always involves a selection of what to test from a possibly
enormous test space. CTD addresses this challenge by a systematic selection of
tests, which is based on the observation that in most cases, the appearance of a
bug depends on the interaction between a small number of features, or parameters,
of the system under test. Experiments show that a test set that covers all possible
pairs of parameter values can typically detect 50% to 75% of the bugs in a program [12, 33]. Other experimental work has shown that typically 100% of bugs
can be revealed by covering the interaction of between 4 to 6 parameters [19]. In
CTD, the test space is manually modeled by a set of parameters, their respective
values, and restrictions on the value combinations. The aggregate of parameters,
values, and restrictions is called a combinatorial model. A valid test in the test
space is an assignment of one value to each parameter without violating restrictions. A subset of the space is automatically constructed so that it covers all valid
value combinations of every parameters, where is usually a user input. The most
common application of CTD is known as pairwise testing, in which the interaction
of every pair of parameters must be covered, but, in general, one can require different levels of interaction for different subsets of parameters. Each test in the result
of CTD is a combination of parameter values that represents a high level test, or a
test scenario. These high level scenarios need to be translated into concrete tests
that can be executed. An example of a required translation is the need to generate
actual test data to match the data that may be captured in model parameters. Another example is the need to perform test setup operations to reach a state required
by the CTD test. CTD is very effective for a variety of system types and testing
domains [5,11,17,34]. It was recently shown in [35] that the application of CTD to
8

industrial products can result in significant improvement in field quality. Successful application of CTD in practice is, however,challenging. One challenge relates to
the manual process of defining combinatorial models and maintaining them, i.e., as
the system under test evolves, since it requires both domain knowledge of the system under test and testing expertise. This is further exacerbated when testing for
concurrency-related issues, as useful testing requires understanding concurrency
and its affects.

2.1.1

CTD for validating Rephrase parallel patterned code

The Rephrase concurrency patterns enhance the ability to successfully and quickly
introduce parallelism into an application’s code. It is important to also validate the
correctness of the application’s operation after the Rephrase concurrency related
transformations. We have developed both a methodology and tool support, implemented as a new IBM FOCUS CTD feature, to greatly ease this validation task,
while allowing for the benefits of test planning and optimization of Combinatorial
Test Design.

2.1.2

IBM FOCUS CTD concurrency patterns validation methodology

The validation goal is to provide confidence in the correctness of the Rephrase
concurrent patterns transformations. We assume that the operation of the original sequential code, before undergoing the transformation is the desired behavior.
This behavior could be functional, or model any desired well defined metric, such
as performance or size metrics. The validation methodology can utilize an existing test suite and/or a FOCUS CTD model that is created for the sequential code.
This model is then combined with a model representing the concurrency pattern to
obtain an enhanced model and test suite for testing the parallel patterned code.
2.1.2.1

Recommendation on how to build a model for the sequential code

A simple model would cover the input space of the relevant code (the sequential
code that then was automatically parallelised using one of the Rephrase parallel
patterns). As the behavior is expected to remain unaffected after the transformation, there is no need to model the output. Instead, the sequential code’s behavior
is used as an oracle, or a reference point. The simplest implementation would compare the results of running a test on the sequential code with the results of running
an enhanced test, as described next, on the parallelised code. A more sophisticated
comparison could define a user function with equivalence classes, to allow more
flexibility in the comparison.
To model the input space, the modeler should look at the function inputs and
their type. Each input should be a parameter or a small set of parameters, with
values determined by the input variable type. It is recommended to abstract the
9

input to a few equivalence classes. For example, if a function has an ’int Age’
variable, there could be a FOCUS CTD model parameter named ’Age’ with values
’young’, ’middle-aged’, ’elderly’. It may be the case that some input values do not
affect the output of the function, and these can be marked as ’don’t cares’ or ’NA’
parameter values.
2.1.2.2

Testing the Rephrase parallel patterned code

In order to obtain a model and test suite for testing the Rephrase parallel patterned
code we start by preparing a model which represents the concurrency pattern. This
is done by identifying the points of variation and their interaction which we would
like to test for the concurrency pattern.This model is then combined with the sequential code model (either reused or newly created for this purpose). In IBM
FOCUS this is done using the ’add model’ feature which was described in D3.2
and is used to merge a model into the current working model thus ending up with
an enhanced model containing parameters and values from both models, and the
restrictions and other additional logic defined over them. Once the enhanced model
is ready it is then used in order to generate a test plan for the parallel patterned code.
An existing test plan for the sequential code can be utilized and augmented to generate an enhanced test plan for the parallel patterned code using the new feature
’Modify-Enhance-Select’ described below. We will demonstrate this methodology
using two of the patterns described in D2.7 - the ’pool’ pattern and the ’Windowedfarm’ pattern.
2.1.2.3

IBM FOCUS CTD parallelism model for the ’Pool’ parallelism pattern implementation

For the ’Pool’ pattern, we identify the points of variation to be the pool size, the fitness score threshold for inserting individuals into the population and the policy for
removing individuals from the population. Also, whether the pool is of fixed size,
adjustable bounded size or unbounded. The IBM FOCUS CTD model parameters
and values for the ’Pool’ pattern could be:
1. PoolType (parameter)
(a) FixedSize (value)
(b) AdjustableBoundedSize
(c) AdjustableUnboundedSize
2. PoolSize (parameter)
(a) Small (value)
(b) Medium
(c) Large
10

3. InsertingFitnessThreshold (parameter)
(a) Low (value)
(b) High
4. RemovingFitnessThreshold (parameter)
(a) RemoveNumInsertedWithLowestFitness (value) - indicates that upon
inserting n individuals to the pool n other individuals with the lowest
fitness score are removed so that the pool size remains the same.
(b) Low
(c) High
(d) Never
Next restrictions are defined over these parameters and values in order to express the legal test space for these parameters. For example, for fixed size pool the
removing policy must be ’RemoveNumInsertedWithLowestFitness’. For bounded
size pool the removing policy cannot be ’Never’.
2.1.2.4

IBM FOCUS CTD parallelism model for the ’Windowed-Farm’ parallelism pattern implementation

For the ’Windowed-Farm’ pattern, we identify the points of variation to be the
window size, the tested stream length and whether or not windows are allowed
to be overlapping. The IBM FOCUS CTD model parameters and values for the
’Windowed-Farm’ pattern could be:
1. WindowSize (parameter)
(a) Small (value)
(b) Medium
(c) Large
2. StreamLength (parameter)
(a) Short (value)
(b) Medium
(c) Long
3. WindowsOverlap (parameter)
(a) Allowed (value)
(b) NotAllowed
Again it is possible to define restrictions to further limit the legal test space, for
example it might not make sense to test with a ’Large’ window size over a ’Short’
stream length.
11

2.1.3

Merging the original code’s model or tests with the parallel patterns model

The IBM FOCUS CTD model of the sequential code is merged with the IBM FOCUS CTD parallelism model for the specific Rephrase parallelism pattern transformation that was applied. IBM FOCUS CTD optimizes the combined model.
Using the new feature described below the test plan for the original code is utilized
and the result is a test plan that covers (n-wise coverage, defined as part of the
model) both the important behavior of the original code, and the different pattern
parameters applied when undergoing the Rephrase transformation and generating
the patterned code. This test plan consists of tests reused from the original code test
plan, augmented with values for the pattern parameters. If the original test plan was
lacking coverage-wise (n-wise coverage as defined in the model) then additional all
new tests will be generated as well in order to reach the desired coverage goal.
2.1.3.1

IBM FOCUS CTD tool support: the ’modify-enhance-select’ feature

We implemented assistance for creating enhanced test suites while utilizing the
existing test suite for the partial model (in this case the sequential code model).
Note that in the example patterns above the parameters values are not concrete
values (for example actual pool size) but rather undergo an abstraction in order to
better express which combinations we are interested in covering in our test plan.
However, the use of abstraction introduces a gap between the abstract test plan
generated by the IBM FOCUS CTD tool and the actual executable tests for testing
the system. Bridging this gap sometimes requires significant effort. Therefore
when enhancing the model (in this case by merging with the relevant concurrency
pattern model) we would like to utilize the existing tests already implemented for
the original model, and only augment them for the additional modeled functionality
with as little effort as possible. The new IBM FOCUS CTD ’modify-enhanceselect’ feature enables the user to utilize the existing test suite and obtain such an
augmented test suite with values assigned to the additional parameters to be used
in implementing the executable tests.
This approach greatly eases the task of validating the Rephrase transformations. The major effort remains in validating the sequential code—creating a FOCUS CTD model for it and implementing executable tests from its optimized test
plan. This effort is reused in testing the code after the Rephrase parallel pattern
transformation.
Figures 2.1 to 2.7 that follow provide screen captures of the IBM FOCUS CTD
following the flow of merging the sequential model with the pattern model using
the ’add model’ feature over the ’Pool’ pattern example, and then generating the
augmented test plan using the existing sequential model test plan.
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Figure 2.1: An example model for the sequential code

Figure 2.2: The model for the ’Pool’ pattern - parameters and values
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Figure 2.3: The model for the ’Pool’ pattern - restrictions

Figure 2.4: While working on the sequential code model, select the ’Add to Model’
File menu option and then ’From Another Model’ sub menu option, select the
PoolModel, and import all attributes and other model artifacts.
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Figure 2.5: The resulting merged model.

Figure 2.6: Run CTD, using the existing test plan as existing tests file and check
the option to ’Initialize missing values in existing tests’.
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Figure 2.7: The resulting optimized merged test plan for the code after transformation. Notice that the number of combinations to test went down from 1296 (title of
merged model screenshot to 17 (title of this screeshot). 9 tests are reused from the
original model test plan and augmented with new values (highlighted in red).
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Chapter 3

Verification of Patterned Code
3.1

Introduction

Multi-core processors are increasingly ubiquitous in modern computer systems
[25]. Moreover, almost all software will tend to be parallel at least in multiprocessors, since there is no other way to get better final performance for applications [32]. Clearly, multi-threading can add substantial performance improvements. However, sequential legacy code runs on a single core and does not benefit
from multi-core capabilities. To take advantage of the benefits of parallel capabilities, sequential legacy code must be modernized to parallel code by reengineering
the existing code. Consequently, refactoring code from single to multi-threaded
has become a routine task in the software development process.
The RePhrase technologies enable semi-automatic refactoring based on parallel code patterns [18]. Using a refactoring tool makes the refactoring process more
effective. However, it is still not safe by construction. Both manual and automatic
refactoring pose a new and extremely difficult challenge - how to verify that the
program behavior remains correct after the refactoring process. Some of the refactoring techniques are supported by a series of behavior-preserving program transformations [8, 13]. Proof of correctness of such transformations is usually limited
to a specific context or assumptions. In practice, the transformations are often neither complete nor sound. In addition, multithreaded programming is difficult and
error-prone by itself, and an existing defect can be extremely hard to locate during
debugging.
Hence, any techniques that can help find bugs in a refactored program or establish its correctness (i.e., prove that the program always produces the correct output
for any input), would be very useful. Testing is not enough to accomplish this
task. First, it is usually infeasible to test a program for all inputs. Second, the
behavior of concurrent programs typically depends on a particular interleaving between threads/processes, which changes on every program run. Therefore, getting
the correct result on a test execution in no way guarantees that the program will
behave correctly on another execution with the same input.
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We propose a method that uses formal verification to prove the functional
equivalence between the original sequential and refactored parallel versions of
code. Unlike testing, which checks the underlying system for a correct behavior
given particular inputs and environmental conditions (e.g., a particular interleaving
between threads), formal verification uses mathematical methods to build a model
that represents the system under test. The correctness of the model is proved for
every possible input, and given every possible environmental condition. From the
perspective of the problem discussed in this chapter, formal verification is the ultimate method to achieve the correctness of the refactored code. Once the refactored
code is proven to be functionally equivalent to the original sequential code, we are
done. The method ensures that the original and the refactored programs behave in a
similar manner for every possible input, where similarity is expressed by checking
the equivalence between both program outputs. If there exist a path and an output
variable with different values for the two programs after any program execution,
the programs are not equivalent; otherwise, they are equivalent.
Formal verification methods often suffer from scalability limitations. In order
to scale to industrial scale code, we invested in reducing the model under verification, optimizing the performance of our algorithms, and in integrating symbolic
interpretation with testing methods. Specifically, we enhanced ExpliSAT with
mutation-based fuzzing to enable scalable software verification with high coverage.

3.2
3.2.1

Background
Model checking of software

Model checking is one approach to performing formal verification of the system.
The model, derived from the system under test, is exhaustively explored in model
checking to verify that every state reachable from the initial state satisfies the predefined specification. Exhaustive exploration of the state space assures that if no
violation of the specification is found, then the system under test is proven to behave properly for each possible input.
In software, one of the most popular model checking techniques is symbolic
analysis of program Control Flow Graph (CFG). This technique explicitly enumerates feasible execution paths of the program under test, while program inputs are
represented as symbols. Symbols are special placeholders that represent all possible values a variable can get (rather than a concrete value). During the traversal
of a program execution path, computations over symbols result in program variables containing symbolic expressions instead of specific values. In addition, each
control-flow path in the program is associated with a symbolic expression called
the path condition, which induces the set of all input values leading to this particular path.
Different flavors of the symbolic analysis of the software include, but are not
limited to, concolic testing [16, 29], symbolic execution [7, 26], and symbolic in18

terpretation [6]1 . The tool that we use, ExpliSAT [2, 9], is a symbolic interpreter.
It uses a full-blown emulator for C/C++ code that mimics the exact behavior of
each code instruction. We believe that this approach is preferable to execution of
the software under test, which keeps track of the covered paths and generates new
inputs to cover paths not yet explored (like concolic testing and some symbolic
execution tools do), especially when the software under test is concurrent. Verification of multi-threaded software requires a tool that can completely disconnect
the program under test from its running environment, in order to emulate all possible interleavings of running threads. This is hard to achieve while operating in a
native running environment of the program.

3.2.2

ExpliSAT

ExpliSAT is a symbolic interpreter for C/C++ code, developed in IBM Research.
Given a program under test, ExpliSAT builds its CFG, and then traverses the CFG
path by path, starting from the entry point function (usually the “main” function
of the program), using symbols to represent the inputs of the program. If all program execution paths were traversed successfully, ExpliSAT reports “PASSED”.
This means that the program under test is correct with respect to the user-defined
properties. ExpliSAT reports “FAIL” if it finds an execution path on which some
violation occurs, and generates a concrete directed test case for reproducing the
violation.
ExpliSAT provides a set of special API functions,
nondet_type(), where ’type’ stands for any C primitive type, like nondet_char(),
nondet_int(), and more. Those functions return a special symbolic value of the
given type.
In addition, ExpliSAT provides two special API functions
• f v_assert(p) - specifies a Boolean property p that must hold when the interpretation of the program reaches the line where this API function appears
• f v_assume(p) - specifies a Boolean property p that is assumed to hold on
the execution path after reaching the line where this API function appears
Starting from a first node in the CFG of a main function, ExpliSAT proceeds
node by node on some heuristically chosen execution path, while interpreting instructions represented by each node, and updating a program state. A program
state comprises a mapping of program variables to their corresponding values, and
a path condition. This way, a program state represents a particular execution path
in the program.
Consider, for example, a node that represents an assignment instruction. ExpliSAT evaluates the right-hand side of an assignment. The result is either a concrete value, or an expression over symbolic values, if such values are present in
1

The precise classification into these different flavors of symbolic program analysis may be arguable, and in particular the distinction between “symbolic execution” and “symbolic interpretation”,
which are sometimes used interchangeably.
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

x = nondet_int();
y = nondet_int();
int tmp = x-y;
tmp++;
if (tmp > 0)
fv_assert(tmp > x);
else
return 0;
return tmp;

x ← S1
y ← S2
tmp ← S1 − S2
tmp ← S1 − S2 + 1
P ← S1 − S2 + 1 > 0
return S1 − S2 + 1

Figure 3.1: Example of symbolic run

the evaluation of variables participating on the right-hand side of the assignment.
Finally, ExpliSAT updates the mapping of the variable on the left-hand side of the
assignment to a new value.
For a branch node (e.g., the one representing the “if” statement), ExpliSAT
checks whether the true and f alse sides of the branch are feasible, given a path
condition (using a SAT solver as a decision procedure). If only one side is feasible,
there is no need for a state update. Otherwise, ExpliSAT splits a program state into
two different states, and conjuncts a path condition in each state with a condition
of the branch or its negation, depending on whether this branch will represent the
execution path passing through a true or a f alse side of branch, respectively. The
tool heuristically decides which of the states to continue with, and puts the other
state in a queue of deferred paths for later processing. This way, ExpliSAT ensures
that only feasible execution paths are explored, and no feasible execution path is
missed.
For the f v_assume(p) API function call, ExpliSAT updates the path condition
of the current program state with a condition p, provided that p does not contradict
the path condition (otherwise, the execution path is infeasible and can be dropped).
Finally, for the f v_assert(p) statement, ExpliSAT checks whether condition p
holds given the path condition, and reports failure otherwise.
Figure 3.1 shows an example C function next to the results of an ExpliSAT
run along the program path 1-2-3-4-5-6-9. At every point in time, ExpliSAT keeps
track of the current value of each variable as an expression over input symbols. We
start by assigning a fresh symbol to the inputs x and y. The assignment on line 3
results in the symbolic expression S1 − S2 being assigned to tmp. When ExpliSAT
reaches line 4, it uses the current expression in tmp to compute the expression for
tmp after incrementing it. When reaching a branch in line 5, ExpliSAT creates
the symbolic expression for the branch condition (in this case S1 − S2 + 1 > 0)
and uses a SAT solver to determine whether it is possible for the computation to
continue along one or both sides of the branch. Notice that the symbolic expression for the branch precisely defines all input data values that would result in the
true side being taken, and its negation defines all input values that would continue
20

along the f alse side. Since both sides are feasible, ExpliSAT splits the state, and
heuristically chooses one side to continue along first. Suppose we continue to line
6. The branch condition S1 − S2 + 1 > 0 is conjuncted with the path condition,
to maintain the invariant as explained above. On line 6, we encounter an assertion.
ExpliSAT builds an expression that conjuncts the path condition with the negation
of the assertion, S1 − S2 + 1 > 0&&!(S1 − S2 + 1 > S1 ), and checks its satisfiability using the SAT solver. This expression is satisfiable, which means that there
exists a valuation of the input symbols that results in this assertion evaluating to
f alse. For example, if x is equal to 2 and y is equal to 1, then tmp in line 6 is equal
to 2, and the condition tmp > x for fv_assert is false. This result is then reported to
the user as an assertion violation.

3.2.3

ExpliSAT for concurrent programs

ExpliSAT supports the verification of multi-threaded programs by supporting the
pthread API. Symbolic interpretation begins with a single thread state, emulating the program starting from the main function. When ExpliSAT encounters a
pthread_create function call, it dynamically creates a new thread state, which is responsible for emulating all execution paths of that thread. Thus, in a multi-threaded
program, multiple thread states are maintained during the emulation. ExpliSAT
also supports blocking mechanisms for threads, such as mutexes and conditional
variables, and hence is able to detect deadlocks.
The goal of ExpliSAT is to explore all possible interleavings between visible
commands of all non-blocked threads, where a command is visible if it accesses
(either reads or writes) a shared variable. A block of non-visible commands is
treated as an atomic block, with no interleaving context switches inside it.
To achieve this goal, ExpliSAT maintains information about shared variables
and a state of every thread during the emulation. At each emulation step, ExpliSAT
first checks which threads are active (i.e., not blocked). If no active thread exists,
ExpliSAT reports a deadlock. Otherwise, it schedules all valid orders of executions
of visible commands in different threads, thus generating all valid interleavings.
ExpliSAT choses one order of executions for the next step, and puts the others in
the queue of deferred paths, to be explored later. In this way, ExpliSAT emulates all
possible orders of visible context switches between threads, for all possible inputs.
If there is an input and an order of context switches that result in an assertion
failure or a deadlock, ExpliSAT will find this malfunction during its exploration of
a relevant order of executions. If the program behaves as expected for any valid
input and for any valid order of context switches between threads, ExpliSAT reports
a ’PASSED’ result.
Figure 3.2 shows a simple multi-threaded fragment. We demonstrate an ExpliSAT run on this fragment. In this example, two threads, producer and consumer, manipulate two shared variables, data and data_ready. If new data is
produced (data_ready flag is off), the producer notifies the consumer that the data
is ready, by turning on the data_ready flag, and writes some data into the data
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1 void producer(...)
2 {
3
while(1) {
4
if (!data_ready) {
5
data_ready = 1;
6
data = write_some_data();
7
}
8
}
9 }

(a) Producer thread
1 void consumer(...)
2 {
3
while (1) {
4
if (data_ready) {
5
fv_assert(verify_data(data));
6
data = 0;
7
data_ready = 0;
8
}
9
}
10 }

(b) Consumer thread
Figure 3.2: Multi-threaded example

variable. The consumer checks whether the data is ready (by reading the value of
data_ready flag), verifies the data and consequently invalidates it (by turning off
the data_ready flag), thus notifying the consumer that it is ready to get more data.
Clearly, there is a bug in the producer’s code, leading to a race condition: it turns
on the data_ready flag too early (in line 5), before it has actually written the data
in line 6. We further demonstrate how ExpliSAT finds this race condition.
For simplicity, we omit the main function and the code creating the threads,
focusing on the code relevant for our purpose. Suppose ExpliSAT created thread
states for producer and consumer, the data_ready flag is initialized to zero, and
both thread states are currently at the beginning of their while loops (line 4 in
producer and line 7 in consumer). Both threads are active (not blocked), and both
are going to access a shared variable (data_ready). ExpliSAT chooses one thread
to run (suppose it is the producer), and the other order of execution is put into
the queue of deferred paths. The producer interprets the if-command in line 4,
resulting in the if-condition being evaluated to true, and proceeds to the body of
the true side of the if-statement. Now both threads are active again and are about
to access a shared variable. Thus, one thread is chosen to run (again, suppose it is
the producer), and the other order of executions is put into the queue of deferred
paths. The producer interprets the command in line 5 and turns on the data_ready
flag. On the next step, again, two orders of executions are possible. The important
point is that ExpliSAT will explore both orders: line 6 of producer and then line 4
of consumer, or vice versa: line 4 of consumer and then line 6 of producer. The
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only question is which order of executions is emulated first: one of these orders
is emulated immediately, and the other is put into the queue of deferred paths,
to be emulated later. Whatever the case, the order leading to a bug (line 4 of
consumer and then line 6 of producer) is finally emulated. With this order, the
condition of the if-statement of the consumer (line 4) is evaluated to true, so the
emulation proceeds to the body of the true side of the if-statement, namely, to the
block accessing the data. Again, two orders of execution are possible, and the
same considerations above ensure that finally the buggy order of executions will
be explored (namely, line 5 of the consumer being executed before line 6 of the
producer). The verif y_data function will fail (since the data is not yet ready),
consequently leading to the assertion failure. ExpliSAT will report the assertion
failure, providing the respective order of context switches leading to this failure.

3.3

Equivalence checking

Our method comprises several stages. First, we express the functional equivalence
between original sequential and refactored concurrent pieces of code as a verification problem. Specifically, we define the assumed pre-conditions on inputs, and a
property that must be adhered to on outputs. Next, we apply our formal verification
tool ExpliSAT [2] to the problem we defined. Finally, we analyze the result output by the tool. If no violation of the property was found, then the equivalence is
proved. Otherwise, there is an input or a possible interleaving of threads that led to
a difference in behavior of the sequential and parallel pieces of code. In this case,
the tool is capable of demonstrating a concrete counterexample (exact input and
order of thread invocation), which a developer can use to investigate the problem.
In this section, we describe how we build a program that represents the verification problem we would like to solve. Usually, one of the challenges faced by
developers dealing with formal verification of their code is how to describe the expected output to be produced, given that the input is symbolic rather than concrete.
For instance, consider the function that implements a factorial for some input n.
To describe an expected output for this function, you have to provide its full-blown
alternative implementation, and that is not always trivial.
Fortunately, in our case we already have this “reference” implementation in
place. This implementation is the original sequential code before the parallelization
refactoring. We use this code as part of the specification against which the actual
code under test (refactored program) is verified.
Figure 3.3 schematically depicts a generic structure of the program we built.
Original and refactored pieces of code are wrapped into the functions original and
refactored, respectively. Those functions are invoked with the same set of input
variables I. Each function draws its own set of output variables S and R respectively. Finally, at the last line there is a property to be verified to ensure the equivalence between the corresponding variables in the output sets.
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Precondition:
1. Declare I, ∀v ∈ I, v = nondet_type()
2. Define assumptions on I
3. Declare S = {s0 . . . sn }
4. Declare R = {r0 . . . rn }
Body:
5. refactored(I, R)
Post-condition:
6. original(I, S)
7. ∀ni=0 f v_assert(si == ri )
Figure 3.3: Schematic equivalence checking program
The first step in building the program is to determine the segment of refactored
code whose equivalence to the original sequential code is to be verified. The best
practice is to check the entire program; however, the entire program may be too
large for the formal verification tool to scale. If there is a scalability problem,
we identify the refactored code segments where sequential pieces of code were
replaced by the parallel ones. This replacement has no effect on the surrounding
program. The method can be applied to each refactored code segment iteratively
one segment at a time. There is always a continuous segment of a code So called
the original segment, which is replaced by another continuous segment of a code
Sr called the refactored segment. One can assume that there is a single entry to the
original segment and a single exit from it. Otherwise, the segment can be enlarged
to meet this requirement.
Segments So and Sr are wrapped into functions original and ref actored,
respectively. The next step is to identify input and output variables for these functions. This can be done either manually or automatically using data flow analysis.
If the sets of variables differ for the two functions, the code segments are considered not equivalent. Once those sets of the variables are obtained, the original and
refactored functions are called. The functions receive as parameters the aforementioned sets of input and output variables, and the output variables should be passed
by reference to gain the capacity to read their new values after each function finishes.
To create the program depicted in Figure 3.3, we must determine the feasible
range of the input values. Input values can be either fully non-deterministic or constrained by a context in which the program is supposed to run. For correct analysis
of the program, exactly the same set of variables must be given as an argument to
both functions. To clarify this, suppose we have an integer input parameter x, with
a feasible range containing any integer. A symbolic expression holding any possible integer is then used in invocation of the original and ref actored functions for
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the parameter x. If different symbolic expressions for x are used for each function,
the assumptions about one expression during the run of the program will not be
valid for another expression. This contradicts the requirement that the functions
should run with the same input.
The set of output variables should be duplicated, obtaining the set S for the
function original (line 3 in Figure 3.3) and the set R for the function ref actored
(line 4 in Figure 3.3). Each variable in one set has its matching variable in another
set. If the parameter is both input and output, the matched output variables should
be initialized with the same instance of the symbolic expression as explained previously. In addition, to assure no mutual impact, the global variables and the variables holding input values that are passed by reference (if such variables exist)
should be duplicated. Each function should be rewritten to use its own set of global
variables, and should be called with its set of input variables.
The last line in Figure 3.3 is the comparison of the output values. It is implemented as a series of assertions: for each pair of matched variables, there is an
assertion verifying the equality of their symbolic values.

3.4

Addressing Formal Methods Scalability Limitations

Formal verification methods often suffer from scalability limitations. In order to
scale to industrial scale code we invested in enhancing ExpliSAT algorithms to
furtherer reduce the model representing the code under verification, and integrate
ExpliSAT with mutation-based fuzzing as described below:

3.4.1

Testing through Combination of Fuzzing and Symbolic Analysis

Verification methods based on symbolic analysis suffers in many cases from scalability limitations. Testing methods, on the other hand, may suffer from low coverage. In order to create a scalable verification solution that reaches high coverage
we combine two technologies: mutation-based fuzzing and symbolic interpretation. More precisely, we use American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) fuzzer and symbolic
interpreter ExpliSAT. Both technologies proved to be effective in finding defects,
but each one has its own cons. Fuzzing success depends on a quality of an initial
input. In addition, fuzzing does blind random mutations, which makes it unlikely
to reach a path that can be executed with low probability. On the contrary, symbolic interpretation can reach every path, but it does not scale well and may get
stuck because of the path explosion problem. We have developed a prototype tool
that leverages these technologies in a complementary manner, giving better results
than obtained from each of them separately. The tool uses symbolic interpretation
to direct fuzzer to unexplored paths. Moreover, the tool does not require the user
to define any initial input.
The combined method works in the following way:
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• ExpliSAT generates initial random inputs in the format required by the program.
• The fuzzer starts from the initial set of inputs generated by ExpliSAT and
start fuzzing the program using genetic methods. The fuzzer keeps tracking
of the code coverage.
• In parallel ExpliSAT uses its symbolic capabilities to reach components and
locations that were not covered yet by the fuzzer. When it finds inputs that
can bring the fuzzer to new areas it injects it to the fuzzer.
• The fuzzer executes the new injected inputs and give them higher priority in
future mutations.
The main idea is to use ExpliSAT to discover inputs that leads to areas which
are difficult to the fuzzer to find, or can be found only with low probability. Since
ExpliSAT is focused on specific areas in the code, it can prune dramatically the
search space and gain more scalability. When quality inputs are given to the fuzzer
it reaches high coverage while maintaining it scalability.
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Chapter 4

A semantic verification
framework based on C++
contracts for detecting data races
in lock-free data structures
Since the multi-/many core processors became mainstream in HPC platforms, the
evolution of parallel programming models has allowed applications to progressively exploit their computational resources [3]. Parallel frameworks are designed
to provide abstraction layers to applications in form of library interfaces, which
avoid the direct use of low-level concurrency mechanisms. To achieve this goal, the
building blocks approach implementing core functionalities has been the de facto
engineering methodology in many programming frameworks [10]. Such “software
blocks” should be designed to ensure correctness and thread-safety in order to produce correct global results.
In this sense, parallel programming may entail unexpected concurrency errors,
e.g. data races or deadlocks [4]. Discovering such concurrency bugs has been
recognized as a complex task, given that these errors may only occur in lowprobability event orderings and depend on external factors, e.g. machine load.
These facts make data races extremely sensitive in terms of time, scheduling policies, compiler options, memory models, etc. Although data race detectors have
alleviated the debugging task, there is still room for improvement [1, 4]. Especially, the use of lock-free structures can generate false positives. This fact hinders
developer’s vision in finding harmful races and makes the debugging process even
harder when tracing back the root cause of the problem. Furthermore, current race
detectors are not able to detect semantic violations of lock-free data structures. In
this line, the semantics of the Single-Producer/Single-Consumer (SPSC) lock-free
queue have already been embedded into the ThreadSanitizer (TSan) race detector
tool in [14] and in D3.2. However, those semantics rules were hard-coded in the
detector and could not be generalized to other lock-free structures.
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In this chapter, we extend the previous work with a novel semantic verification
framework which makes use of C++ contracts to allow users to express semantic
rules of other lock-free data structures. Specifically, we contributes with the a
syntax mechanism based on C++ contracts to annotate semantics of lock-free data
structures. We also extend both the Clang compiler and the TSan race detector tool
in order to support the proposed syntax and to perform semantic verification. Next,
we evaluate the detection accuracy of the proposed framework using the lock-free
SPSC queue as use case. Finally, We demonstrate the benefits of the approach and
compare its results with respect to the stand-alone TSan detector.
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 describes the main software
components used in this work. Section 4.2 describes the semantic verification
framework based on C++ contracts. Section 4.3 illustrates the workings of the
framework using the SPSC queue as use case. Section 4.4 evaluates the detection accuracy of the semantic verification using the aforementioned queue. Finally,
Section 4.5 provides some concluding remarks and future works.

4.1

Background

In this section, we give an overview of the main software components that have
been used to carry out the aforementioned contributions. Specifically, we review
the C++ contracts, the LLVM infrastructure along with the TSan race detector, and
some basic concepts about lock-free structures.

4.1.1

The C++ contracts

Contracts will be an extension of the C++ programming language aimed at improving software quality [27]. Contracts allow to specify:
preconditions, placed outside a function body and used to express a predicate
that should be met before executing such function. This contract evaluates
the expectations of its arguments used by the function and is expressed with
the attribute expects.
assertions, introduced at any place in the code and define a predicate that is assumed to hold at its point in the computation. This contract uses the attribute
assert.
postconditions, settled outside a function body, along with the preconditions, and
used to ensure the return value. This contract is referred by the attribute
ensures.
A contract attribute may be combined with the levels default, audit, and
axiom to express the assertion level of the contract. These levels can be used to
enable/disable contracts depending on their run-time checking costs.
To strengthen the understanding of subsequent explanations, we use a code
example that uses contracts to ensure the correct behavior of the annotated functions. Listing 4.1 shows a simple C++ program annotated with contracts and its
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simplified Intermediate Representation (IR). As can be seen the function main
incorporates an assertion to check the argc value. In the IR this contract is translated into an if statement (line 14), which aborts the execution when the predicate
is evaluated to false. Afterwards, we find a call to the function foo, whose prototype has been annotated with a precondition and a postcondition. Basically, the
precondition allows to check whether the value of b is greater than a, while the
postcondition is intended to ensure that the return value is greater or equal than
1. Note that ensures attribute is accompanied by the default assertion level.
Similar to the previous assertion contract, these conditions have been translated to
if statements in the IR.
In general, contracts have no observable effects in a correct program, beyond
performance differences. Contracts are checked at run-time and its default action
when they are violated is to abort the execution. In our concrete case, we leverage
the axiom assertion level for annotating and formalizing semantics, as this level
is intended to be used for expressing user-defined conditions and interpreted by
potential static and run-time analyzers.

4.1.2

The LLVM infrastructure and the TSan data race detection tool

The LLVM (Low Level Virtual Machine) is a compiler infrastructure designed to
be a set of reusable libraries with well-designed interfaces [22]. Its Clang front end
generates intermediate code that is afterwards converted into a machine-dependent
assembly code for a specific target platform. Thanks to its high-level API, LLVM
provides the ability to develop and integrate new modules in order to perform
compile-time analysis and instrumentation. Taking advantage of the latter feature,
several run-time checks and tools have been developed to identify suspicious and
undefined behavior of threads. One of them is ThreadSanitizer (TSan), a data race
detector for applications written in C/C++ or Go that uses compile-time instrumentation to check for non-race-free memory accesses at run-time [30].
Listing 4.1: Example of C++ contracts.
(a) Contract-annotated code.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

#include <cstdlib>
int foo(int a, int b)
[[expects: b > a]]
[[ensures default ret:
ret >= 1]];
int foo(int a, int b) {
return a + b;
}
int main(int argc,
char *argv[]) {
[[assert: argc > 1]];
foo(0, argc);
return 0;
}

(b) IR equivalent code.
define i32 @foo_orig(i32 %a,
i32 %b) {
return (%a + %b);
}
define i32 @foo(i32 %a,
i32 %b) {
if (!(%b > %a)) @abort();
%ret = @foo_orig(%a, %b);
if (!(%ret >= 1)) @abort();
return %ret;
}
define i32 @main(i32 %argc,
i8** %argv) {
if (!(%argc > 1)) @abort();
@foo(0, %argc);
return 0;
}
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TSan instrumentation tracks synchronization primitives, thread routines from
libpthread, memory allocation routines, dynamic annotations and other kind
of functions that lead to synchronizations. Its runtime library provides entry points
for the instrumented code to keep all the information that is of interest for the race
detector. With all these data, two race detection mechanisms based on happensbefore and locksets relations are applied. As a summary of [24], these mechanisms
develop the following strategies:
happens-before relations detect a potential data race when two events a and b
access a shared memory location, where at least one of these accesses is a
write, and neither a happens-before b nor b happens-before a. In other words,
they are concurrent, so no causal relationship ordering exists between a and
b [21].
locksets determine a data race when none of the locks held by a pair of events
accessing to a shared memory location, where at least one of these accesses
is a write, are the same, i.e., when the intersection of their locksets is empty.
Contrary to other race detectors, the TSan detector can be switched to work
only with the happens-before mechanism, also known as pure happens-before,
or with a combination of both previous mechanisms, referred to as the hybrid
mode [30]. While in the first mode the concurrency is only checked in terms of
happens-before relations, in the hybrid mode both happens-before and locksets
mechanisms are used to determine whether two events are concurrent.
In sum, the main reasons to leverage TSan to include high-level semantic correctness verification are: i) it employs compile-time instrumentation, making it
much faster than other solutions; ii) it is built on top of the LLVM infrastructure,
being therefore an open-source software capable of accommodating new functionalities.

4.1.3

Lock-/Wait-free buffers

In general, concurrent data structures can be classified as either blocking or nonblocking. Non-blocking structures ensure thread-safety bypassing the use of traditional synchronization primitives, such as locks or mutexes. Lock-free is a level of
progress guarantee for non-blocking data structures. A concurrent data structure
is considered lock-free if there is guaranteed system-wide progress, i.e., at least a
thread makes progress on its execution.
The absence of synchronization mechanisms allow better performance, since
no explicit waiting primitives are needed. However, some constructs may require
atomic operations, so that no intermediate states can be seen by other executing threads. Examples of atomic operations are test-and-set (TSL), fetch-and-add
(FAA), compare-and-swap (CAS) and load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC) [28].
Internally, these atomic operations can be seen as a combination of both load and
store instructions. Lock-free data structures, such as queues [23], hash tables [31]
and SPSC buffers [15], are typically known to leverage these type of atomic instructions. Nevertheless, lock/wait-free data structures are significantly more com30

plex to implement and consequently to verify their correctness with respect to lockbased structures. Apart from this fact, race detector tools are unable to properly
determine whether a race is an actual error or a false positive due to the lack of
synchronization mechanisms detectable by these tools.
In this work, we pave the way towards improving the verification of the correctness on lock-free data structures. To do so, we leverage the C++ contracts to
specify at user-code level the semantics of such lock-free structures and extend
the TSan race detector with a module for semantic verification able to handle the
contracts placed on the user code.

4.2

The contract-based semantic verification framework

This section introduces the contract-based semantic verification framework (CSV)
as for the main contribution. This framework is comprised of the contract-based
interface and the TSan extension for semantic verification.
Figure 4.1 depicts the CSV framework on an application annotated with the
proposed contract interface for semantic verification. As can be observed, the user
code implementing a lock-free structure has been annotated with the semantic interface in the csv.h header file. This header file provides interfaces for handling
and specifying the semantic rules related to such structures. Afterwards, the user
code is compiled with a Clang compiler version supporting the contracts feature
and linked against to a customized TSan version for semantic verification with the
compiler option -fsanitize=thread. Finally, the compiler generates a binary
of the contract-annotated code with a modified version of TSan which verifies the
semantics stated in the contracts. Specifically, the TSan library has been extended
with the implementations of the functions declared in csv.h, which are in charge
of verifying the semantics each time a contract-annotated function is called from
user code. Internally, the semantic verifications are performed using the Lamport
clocks and locksets managed by TSan.
In the following sections, we explain in detail the two main components of
CSV: the contract-based semantic interface and the TSan extension for verifying
the semantics stated in the contracts. Subsequently, we demonstrate through a
worked example related to the Single-Producer/Single-Consumer lock-free queue
how the member functions of this structure have been annotated using contracts
and how the semantics are checked each time the functions are called.

4.2.1

Contract-based semantics interface

The contract-based syntax for checking the semantics of lock-free data structures
is placed in the header file csv.h, which should be included in the user code to
use this interface. Listing 4.2 shows the proposed header file csv.h. As seen in
lines 3–4, we have declared the event_t structure, which represents an execution event of a given thread and is used to establish temporal relations via Lamport
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user code
#include "csv.h"
class SPSC {
...
push() [[expects axiom:
valid_if(...)]]
}

csv.h

Clang + contract support
+ ThreadSanitizer
(-fsanitize=thread)

Linker

libclang_rt.tsan-x86_64.a
(modified)

ELF binary

user code
push() {
valid_if(...);
}

library code
valid_if(bool E, char*
msg){
if (!E)
TSAN_ERROR(msg);
}

Figure 4.1: Workflow of the CSV framework.
clocks. Next, lines 6–26, declare the class evt_set. This class helps in grouping
executions events by tag. This tag is conformed by an ID that is used as a handler to access a particular set. To operate with these objects, we define a series of
member functions that implement set operations (union, intersection and
empty). Thanks to these functions, complex semantic rules describing temporal relation between distinct event sets can be performed. Additionally, this class
gives support for adding the current execution event to an specific set through the
member function add_current.
With these structures in hand, we define a supplementary collection of functions for handling events and check temporal relations. Specifically, the get_cur_event
is used to refer the current event as part of a semantic rule. Another helper function
is subscribe, which should be introduced in the class constructor representing a lock-free structure. This is necessary to disable the TSan instrumentation
and to allocate internal resources for performing the semantic verification. On the
other hand, the interface offers another two predicate functions to check happensbefore relations: happens_before and concurrent. Finally, the function
valid_if emits a user-defined warning message if the argument expression evaluates to false. All in all, the functions in this header file allow users to express se32

mantic rules in lock-free structures. Also, they serve as interfaces to the semantic
extension implemented in TSan.
Listing 4.2: CSV header file.
1 namespace csv {
2
// Defines an execution event
3
struct event; // Defines an execution event
4
typedef struct event *event_t;
5
// Class for handling sets of events
6
class evt_set {
7
private:
8
struct evt_set *set_t;
9
public:
10
evt_set(size_t set_id);
11
~evt_set();
12
size_t size() const;
13
inline bool empty() const { return size() == 0; };
14
// Add current event to the set with ID set_id
15
static void add_current(size_t set_id);
16
// Calculates a sets union
17
static evt_set set_union(evt_set a, evt_set b) const;
18
template <typename... Ts> static evt_set
19
set_union(evt_set s, Ts... u) const
20
{ return set_union(s, set_union(u...)); };
21
// Calculates a sets intersection
22
static evt_set set_intersection(evt_set a, evt_set b) const;
23
template <typename... Ts> static evt_set
24
set_intersection(evt_set s, Ts... u) const
25
{ return set_intersection(s, set_intersection(u...)); };
26
};
27
// Returns the current event
28
event_t get_cur_event();
29
// Indicates the use of CSV instead of TSan
30
bool subscribe();
31
// Tells if event or set a happened before than b
32
template <typename Ta, typename Tb>
33
bool happens_before(Ta a, Tb b);
34
// Tells if event or set a is concurrent to b
35
template <typename Ta, typename Tb>
36
bool concurrent(Ta a, Tb b)
37
{ return !happens_before(a, b) && !happens_before(b, a); };
38
// Checks a semantic expression, if false prints a message
39
bool valid_if(bool expr, const char *msg);
40 }

4.2.2

TSan extension

The counterpart of the CSV framework is the extension made in the TSan library for performing semantic verification. Basically, this extension implements
the functions declared in the csv.h header file. These functions leverage the
TSan internals in order to access the Lamport clocks and locksets managed by
the detector. Thus, when a contract-annotated member function is processed by
our modified Clang compiler, the contracts are transformed into sentences which
include calls to the actual CSV functions. Besides, the TSan instrumentation is
disabled as if the __attribute__ ((no_sanitize("thread"))) was
specified [30].
The semantic verification process makes use of the two aforementioned data
structures of the CSV interface: the event and the set. The event structure contains
the values of the Lamport clocks and the locksets related to the caller thread at a
given point in time. On the other hand, the set stores copies of previous events
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of a same type. However, given that events occurring in a same thread are totally
ordered, only the last needs to be stored in a set. This allows faster happens-before
comparisons among events from different threads. Moreover, these events are updated by means of the get_cur_event and the add_current functions. The
former returns a reference to the current event object, while the latter copies the current event into the set stated by parameter. Afterwards, the happens_before
function leverages the set structures to check whether the events in them met the
necessary conditions by comparing the clocks and locksets stored in these structures.

4.3

The SPSC queue use case

In this section we employ the SPSC concurrent queue as for the lock-free structure to demonstrate the workings of the CSV framework. We have focused on
this structure as it is an illustrative example commonly used on shared-memory
architectures to implement 1-to-1 communication channels [15].

4.3.1

Formal definition

Consider a queue Q the tuple {buf, pread, pwrite}, where buf is the internal
buffer and pread and pwrite are internal atomic read and write pointers to buf ,
respectively. This queue provides the following methods:
init Initializes the buffer, allocating memory and setting the internal pointers to
0. If the buffer has already been allocated, init only resets the pointers.
push Enqueues an item to the buffer.
pop Dequeues an item from the buffer.
Head pointer (pread)

Tail pointer (pwrite)

Head pointer (pread)

Tail pointer (pwrite)

Figure 4.2: SPSC queue circular buffer.
Note that, depending on the internal implementation of a particular queue, the
buffer can be represented in different ways. For instance, in a SPSC bounded queue
it can be declared as a circular buffer. Figure 4.2 depicts the internal workings of
the SPSC queue circular buffer. Initially pread and pwrite point to the initial
position of the buffer. Afterwards, some elements have been added at the end of
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the buffer through push calls while others have been removed from the buffer
head by means of pop calls.

4.3.2

Semantics of the SPSC queue

The correctness of parallel lock-free SPSC queues, such as the Lamport [20] or
FastForward implementations [15], is only ensured if several usage requirements
are met. Basically, we define these requirements as the following semantics rules:
1. A lock-free concurrent SPSC queue instance can be shared by multiple entities acting as initializers, producers and consumers.
2. A certain entity can perform any role, however, at any point in time, there
must only exist a producer and a consumer performing operations on the
same queue concurrently.
3. An initializer cannot operate over the queue concurrently with any other entity.
In any other case, the semantics of the queue are violated, thus leading to an undefined behavior due to the occurrence of potential data races.
To formalize the aforementioned semantics we define an event as the invocation
of a method at a certain point of time performed by an entity. In our particular case,
we distinguish among three different event types: production (push), consumption
(pop), and initialization (init) and denote them as p, c and i, respectively. Also,
each time these events occur they are stored accordingly in the sets P rod, Cons
and Init.
With these definitions, it is possible to control the proper use of the lock-free
SPSC queue by checking three simple requirements depending on the type of an
incoming event. These requirements, defined in Req. (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3), are
checked each time a new production (p0 ), consumption (c0 ) or initialization (i0 )
event occurs, respectively. Assuming that there has been at least an initialization
event, Req. (4.1) ensures that the new production event has a happens-before relation (→) with all past initialization events and is not concurrent (6≈) with all past
production events. Similarly, Req. (4.2) performs the same verification, but for
incoming consumption events.
p0 , ∀i ∈ Init, ∀p ∈ P rod : Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → p0 ∧ p 6≈ p0

(4.1)

c0 , ∀i ∈ Init, ∀c ∈ Cons : Init 6= ∅ ∧ i → c0 ∧ c 6≈ c0

(4.2)

Additionally, Req. (4.3) ensures that all initialization events happened sequentially
with any other event. That is, all past events of Q are not concurrent with the
new initialization event i0 . If this requirement is not met at some point, it might
be that the queue has not been properly initialized, and therefore it can lead to an
undefined behavior.
i0 , ∀e ∈ Init ∪ P rod ∪ Cons : e 6≈ i0
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(4.3)

Listing 4.3: SPSC queue instrumented with CSV framework.
(a) C++ contract-annotated code.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

#include "csv.h"
enum { INIT, PROD, CONS };
using namespace csv;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

define void @SPSC_queue__ctor(%this) {
subscribe(%this); ...
}
define void @SPSC_queue__dtor(%this) {
unsubscribe(%this);
}
define void @SPSC_queue__push(%arg, %this) {
valid_if(!event_set(%this, INIT).empty() &&
happens_before(event_set(%this, INIT), get_cur_event(%this))
&& !concurrent(event_set(%this, PROD), get_cur_event(%this)),
"violated rule 1" ),
event_set::add_current(%this, PROD);
...
}
define i8* @SPSC_queue__pop(%this) {
valid_if(!event_set(%this, INIT).empty() &&
happens_before(event_set(%this, INIT), get_cur_event(%this))
&& !concurrent(event_set(%this, CONS), get_cur_event(%this)),
"violated rule 2" ),
event_set::add_current(%this, CONS);
...
}
define void @SPSC_queue__init(%this) {
valid_if(happens_before(
event_set::set_union(%this, INIT,
event_set::set_union(%this, PROD, CONS),
get_cur_event(%this) ), "violated rule 3" ),
event_set::add_current(INIT);
...
}

class SPSC_queue {
public:
SPSC_queue() [[expects axiom: subscribe()]];
void push(__type__) [[expects axiom: valid_if(
!event_set(INIT).empty() &&
happens_before( event_set(INIT), get_cur_event() ) &&
!concurrent( event_set(PROD), get_cur_event() ),
"violated rule 1" ),
event_set::add_current(PROD)]];
__type__ pop() [[expects axiom: valid_if(
!event_set(INIT).empty() &&
happens_before( event_set(INIT), get_cur_event() ) &&
!concurrent( event_set(CONS), get_cur_event() ),
"violated rule 2" ),
event_set::add_current(CONS)]];
void init() [[expects axiom: valid_if(
happens_before(
event_set::set_union(INIT, PROD, CONS),
get_cur_event() ),
"violated rule 3" ),
event_set::add_current(INIT)]];
...
};

(b) Simplified LLVM IR code.
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Listing 4.3a shows the lock-free SPSC queue class declaration where the member functions have been annotated using the CSV interface. As observed, the push
function has been annotated with the contracts expressing Req. (4.1). Note that the
valid_if function will emit an error if the predicate is evaluated to false. Once
compiled, using our modified Clang C++ compiler supporting contracts, this function is transformed into its corresponding IR (see Listing 4.3b). Note as well that
the function add_current has been been inserted to add the current execution
event to the corresponding set. Similarly, the pop and init functions have also
been annotated to represent Req. (4.2) and (4.3), respectively.
It is important to remark that the construction function of the SPSC class has
been annotated to execute subscribe, as it is required to enable the semantic
verification. Note that, although there is no explicit destructor, our modified Clang
compiler implicitly generates it for calling unsubscribe.

4.4

Evaluation

In this section we perform an evaluation of the proposed semantic verification
framework using the previous lock-free SPSC queue structure as use case. In the
following we describe in detail the lock-free structure, software and target platform
used for the evaluation.
Lock-free structure. We leverage a SPSC lock-free bounded queue implementation inspired by the Lamport’s wait-free buffer and the FastForward queue [15].
Software. The compiler used is Clang from the LLVM infrastructure v3.7.0 together with the runtime libraries (compiler-rt) in its Subversion revision
238837, which support the data race detector ThreadSanitizer.
Target platform. The evaluation has been carried out on a server platform comprised of 2× Intel Xeon Ivy Bridge E5-2695 v2 with a total of 24 cores
running at 2.40 GHz, 30 MB of L3 cache and 128 GB of DDR3 RAM. The
OS is a Linux Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS with the kernel 3.13.0-57.
The methodology used to evaluate the CSV framework, consists in analyzing
the relative decrease in false positives/negatives using the semantics handled by
CSV with respect to the original TSan race detection mechanisms. In the following two sections we perform the aforementioned analysis using a series of synthetic
parallel benchmarks which make use of the member functions of the lock-free
SPSC queue.

4.4.1

Accuracy analysis

To evaluate the relative improvement in race detection offered by CSV, we have
implemented a synthetic benchmark which creates two threads T1 and T2, each
of them calling to an operation of the SPSC queue. Next, we analyze the false
positives emitted TSan and semantic violations detected by CSV in the 6 possible
combinations of pairs of calls performed by the previous two threads. Furthermore,
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Table 4.1: Representative execution sequences of SPSC queues with semantic verification.
(a) Correct use of a SPSC queue under the lock-free scenario.
Time
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8

Event
i1 = T1 calls to
T1 creates T2
p1 = T1 calls to
c1 = T2 calls to
p2 = T1 calls to
c2 = T2 calls to
T1 creates T3
p3 = T3 calls to
c3 = T2 calls to

init

Init
{}

P rod
{}

Cons
{}

Req. (4.1)
-

Req. (4.2)
-

Req. (4.3)
-

push
pop
push
pop

{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }

{}
{p1 }
{p1 }
{p1 , p2 }

{}
{}
{c1 }
{c1 }

i1 → p1
i1 → p2 ∧ p1 ≈ p2
-

i1 → c1
i1 → c2 ∧ c1 ≈ c2

-

FP
FP
FP

push
pop

{i1 }
{i1 }

{p1 , p2 }
{p1 , p2 , p3 }

{c1 , c2 }
{c1 , c2 }

i1 → p3 ∧ {p1 , p2 } ≈ p3
-

i1 → c3 ∧ {c1 , c2 } ≈ c3

-

FP
FP

TSan

CSV

(b) Invalid use of a SPSC queue under the lock-free scenario.
Time
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7

Event
c1 = T1 calls to
i1 = T1 calls to
T1 creates T2
p1 = T1 calls to
p2 = T2 calls to
c2 = T1 calls to
c3 = T2 calls to
i2 = T1 calls to

pop
init

Init
{}
{}

P rod
{}
{}

Cons
{}
{c1 }

Req. (4.1)
Init = ∅
-

Req. (4.2)
-

Req. (4.3)
c1 6≈ i1

push
push
pop
pop
init

{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }

{}
{p1 }
{p1 , p2 }
{p1 , p2 }
{p1 , p2 }

{c1 }
{c1 }
{c1 }
{c1 , c2 }
{c1 , c2 , c3 }

i1 → p1
p1 ≈ p2
-

i1 → c2 ∧ c1 ≈ c2
c2 ≈ c3
-

p2 ≈ i2 ∧ c3 ≈ i2

TSan
FN

CSV

FP
FP–FN
FN

(c) Invalid use of a SPSC queue under the lock-protected scenario.
Time
t0
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6

Event
T1 creates T2
c1 = T1 lock-protected
i1 = T2 lock-protected
p1 = T1 lock-protected
c2 = T2 lock-protected
c3 = T1 lock-protected
i2 = T2 lock-protected

call
call
call
call
call
call

to
to
to
to
to
to

pop
init
push
pop
pop
init

Init

P rod

Cons

{}
{}
{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }
{i1 }

{}
{}
{}
{p1 }
{p1 }
{p1 }

{}
{c1 }
{c1 }
{c1 }
{c1 , c2 }
{c1 , c2 , c3 }

Req. (4.1)
Init = ∅
i1 → p1
-

Req. (4.2)
i1 → c2 ∧ c1 ≈ c2
i1 → c3 ∧ {c1 , c2 } ≈ c3
-

Req. (4.3)
c1 6≈ i1
{i1 , p1 , c1 , c2 , c3 } → i2

TSan

CSV

FN

FN?

FN

FN?

FN

FN?

we make use of the queue under three different scenarios: i) lock-free, where
the queue is used as is; ii) synchronized, where a synchronization primitive is
introduced between the calls performed by T1 and T2; and iii) lock-protected,
where the functions calls have been wrapped with a lock.
The results obtained by TSan and CSV for these scenarios and combinations
of pairs of calls are illustrated in Table 4.2. In the table, FP stands for a False
Positive emitted by the tool, while FN refers to a False Negative, i.e. a semantic
violation not detected by the tool. Note that “? ” after FP or FN, means that the tool
was not always able to filter or detect a data race, respectively. Focusing on the
lock-free scenario, we observe that TSan is not able to spot incorrect uses of the
SPSC queue, except for push–push. Furthermore, it also emits a false positive
for push–pop. This does not arise in CSV, as appropriate errors for pairs of calls
violating the semantics were emitted in each case. Regarding the synchronized
scenario, we clearly see that none of the tools emit false positives nor negatives.
This happens because the synchronization inserted between the pair of calls forces
ordered accesses, as the calls have happens-before relations between them. Finally,
for the lock-protected scenario, TSan is not able to detect semantic violations in
init–push and init–pop pairs, while CSV may only miss some of them.
These issues are caused by the fact that a lock ensures sequential execution, but
does not guarantee any ordering.
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Table 4.2: TSan–CSV comparison for the SPSC queue.
T1 calls to
T2 calls to

4.4.2

lock-free

TSan
CSV

synchronized

TSan
CSV

lock-protected

TSan
CSV

init init init push push pop
init push pop push pop pop
FN

FN

FN

FP

FN

FN FN
FN? FN?

Accuracy on synthetic benchmarks

In this section we extend the previous analysis with three representative execution
sequences of SPSC queues in order to analyze in detail the semantic verification
process in correct and invalid situations under the lock-free and lock-protected
scenarios.
Table 4.1a illustrates a correct execution sequence using a lock-free SPSC
queue in the lock-free scenario. This table is organized as follows: i) column Time
represents the instant of time i in which the events happen; ii) column Event detail
the actions performed by the different threads using the queue; iii) columns Init,
P rod and Cons stand for the set of past events related to methods invocations; iv)
columns Req. (4.1)–(4.3) show how the semantic requirements are applied; and v)
columns TSan and CSV indicate if these tools produced false positive or missed a
potential error. In this example, 3 different threads alternate their roles during the
queue lifetime, however, at a given point in time, only a producer and a consumer
coexist. For instance, in t3 , t4 , t5 and t8 TSan reports data race warnings when
in fact the semantic rules are satisfied at any time. Also, in t7 TSan emits a false
positive, while the happens-before relation between T1 and T3 in t6 prevents this
warning from being an actual race. On the contrary, thanks to CSV, no data race
warnings are emitted, as the semantics of the queue are always met.
On the other hand, Table 4.1b shows another execution sequence using a SPSC
queue under the same scenario but in a wrong way: Req. (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3) are
violated. First, Req. (4.1) is not met in t0 , since T1 uses the queue before having
initialized it. Next, Req. (4.1) is also violated in t4 , as T2 produces an element
concurrently with the previous production event. Besides, Req. (4.2) is violated in
t6 : T2 and T3 are performing pop operations concurrently, leading to an undefined
behavior. Req. (4.3) is as well not satisfied in t7 , considering that the initialization
event i2 , performed by T1, has not happened after the previous production and
consumption events, so the elements present in the queue at this point in time are
inconsistent and may differ among executions. Specifically, TSan is not able to
encounter potential errors in t0 , t6 and t7 and reports wrong race warnings in t5
and t6 , given the pairs of calls in these points in time (see Table 4.2). In contrast,
CSV correctly reports errors in t0 , t4 , t6 and t7 .
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The last execution sequence in Table 4.1c is also a wrong use of the SPSC
queue under the lock-protected scenario, where all calls are wrapped with a common lock. In this case, TSan does not emit any warning as all accesses are serialized. However, in t1 , t3 and t5 the proposed semantics can be violated, since the
locks do not guarantee any ordering and the events could be executed before the
first call to init. Conversely, CSV is only able to detect the error in t1 , as it is
the only case where the pop call is actually executed before init (Req. (4.1)).

4.4.3

Evaluation of CSV on G R PPI samples

In this section we extend the evaluation of CSV with the sample applications of
the G R PPI library for both initial and advanced set of patterns of RePhrase, previously presented in D2.4 and D2.8. The source code of this samples can be found
at https://github.com/arcosuc3m/grppi/samples and https://
github.com/arcosuc3m/grppi/tree/spliter-joiner/samples.
To perform these experiments we have annotated with contracts the SPSC and
MPMC queues lock-free queues used by G R PPI in stream patterns to communicate items.
Figure 4.3a shows the percentage of data races encountered in the samples using the initial pattern set, classified as either “benign” (false positive) or “unknown”
(when TSan failed to restore the stack). A first inspection on this plot reveals that
TSan reported race warnings only for the samples that make use of the stream
patterns. As mentioned, this occurs by the fact that stream patterns leverage lockfree communication channels (SPSC and MPMC queues) to transfer items from a
worker entity to another. For instance, a Pipeline composed of n stages would use
n − 1 queues to transfer items among threads processing different stages. Given
that these queues are implemented using a lock-free approach, TSan encounters
the same difficulties to spot real data race warnings. Thus, only stream-oriented the
samples capitalize, sqrinv, print-primes, discard-word, sqrinv-seq,
count-vowels and chunk-sum are affected by this issue. Thanks to CSV, the
semantic of these queues is verified, allowing TSan to filter out such false positive
warnings, i.e., percentages of benign warnings.
Similarly, Figure 4.3b shows the same information for the advanced set of
G R PPI patterns. In this case, as all advanced patterns are stream-oriented, i.e.,
they all use SPSC/MPMC queues and CSV is able to filter out benign races. Note
that the advanced patterns Pool, Windowed-Farm and Stream-Iterator, are used,
respectively, for the tsp, sensor and print-power G R PPI samples.
All in all, we conclude that thanks to CSV false positive warnings can be filtered out. This greatly aids developers in finding real data races and debugging
parallel applications.
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Figure 4.3: Benign and unknown data races encountered by CSV +TSan.

4.5

Conclusions

Data race detectors aid to a great extent to identify races in parallel applications.
However, none of them is aware of the semantics of lock-free data structures and
may emit false positive warnings when these structures are used. Similarly, an application free of warning race reports does not entail that its internal data structures
have been properly used. In this chapter, we presented CSV, a semantic verification framework for lock-free data structures based on C++ contracts. To implement
this framework, we extended both Clang compiler and TSan race detector tool in
order to support the syntax based on contracts and to perform the semantic verification process.
Throughout the evaluation, we demonstrated the benefits of CSV with respect
to the stand-alone TSan detector and compared the detection accuracy using the
lock-free SPSC queue as use case. Also, we evaluated CSV with the G R PPI samples to tests its accuracy. Basically, CSV provides two main features: i) to filter
false positive race warnings; and ii) to detect misuses via semantics of lock-free
data structures. Additionally, given the high-level syntax of CSV for annotating
semantics, other lock-free structures may benefit from this framework, as long as a
formalization of their semantics is feasible.
As future work, we aim at extending the syntax to support other types of event
relations. Also, we plan to extend the semantics to detect other types of catastrophic failures, e.g. deadlocks, livelocks and lock starvation.
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Chapter 5

Detection of Extra-Functional
Property Detection
5.1

Introduction

While the race-condition detection, testing and verification tools described in Chapters 2 – 4 help write the code that is free of potentiall catastrophic bugs that can
prevent the application for executing at all or produce the incorrect results, they
still do not solve the problem of writing parallel programs completely. Even seemingly perfect parallel program, free of any race-conditions and deadlocks, can deliver very poor performance in terms of speedups or excessive energy consumption.
This can be due to a variety of reasons, from dependencies between parallel threads
that require frequent and expensive synchronisation to too fine/coarse granularity
of threads, resulting either in too big overheads in thread creation or work imbalance. Therefore, any tool-supported methodology for parallel programming needs
to include support for discovering and fixing of the violations of extra-functional
properties of a parallel applications.
In the RePhrase project, we have developed different mechanisms to discover
violations of extra-functional properties of applications, mostly focusing on performance bottlenecks that can impact the speedup that the application delivers. In
this deliverable, we describe two parts of the RePhrase tool chain that deal with
this problem. In Section 5.2, we describe support in the RePhrase refactoring tool
for predicting speedups of the parallel application and, hence, discovering upfront
if a certain parallelisation will introduce performance problems due to granularity
issues. In Section 5.3, we describe a part of the dynamic scheduling infrastructure, presented in more details in D4.3 and D4.4, which uses the PAPI library for
accesing performance counters to identify, at runtime, when parallel threads are
underpefroming and, hence, remap them to different cores.
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Figure 5.1: Predicted speedup graphs in the RePhrase refactoring tool.

5.2

Speedup Prediction in the RePhrase Refactoring Tool

The RePhrase refactoring tool has already been described in the software deliverables D2.2 and D2.6, with the final version to be described in D2.10 (M33). In
the newest version of the tool, we have added support for predicting the speedup
that parallelising a loop will bring. To do this, the user needs to select a loop to
parallelise (after it is discovered using the parallelism discovery mechanisms) and
then the option to plot a speedup graph will appear. Examples of speedup graphs
are shown on Figure 5.1.
The estimatation of speedup uses a cost model that assumes perfect parallelisation, ignoring overheads in thread creation and synchronisation, so will in general
be over-optimistic and predict bigger speedups that will be achieved in reality. This
is, however, still very useful, as it gives a general idea of the benefits of parallelisation. If the predicted speedups are small, the ones that are actually going to be
delivered are going to be smaller still and we might need to consider an alternative
parallelisation of an applications. This most likely means that the loops we have
chosen for parallelisation are not computationally expensive and do not account for
a significant portion of the overall execution time. The preferences also allow the
user to set a default number of cores that their system has, and the red line on the
graph indicates the speedup for this number of cores; this number is also used for
the speedup estimate attached to the parallelism discovery markers and displayed
in the parallelism discovery view in the tool.

5.3

Using Hardware Counters to Discover Performance
Bottlenecks

In the deliverables D4.3 and D4.4 we have described the final versions of the dynamic scheduling tool from the adaptivity set of tools developed over the course
of the RePhrase project. As a reminder, this tools takes any parallel threaded application and, during its execution time, measures the performance of the applica43
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Figure 5.2: RePhrase Dynamic Scheduler overview.
tion and remaps parallel threads and data to different computational cores/memory
nodes in the case of the drop in performance. During the execution, each thread
collects performance information and sends it to the central scheduler, which then
decides how to remap the threads/data.
Figure 5.2 shows the overview of the scheduling methodology that we have developed. At regular time intervals (iterations), each thread i that comprises a parallel application sends its performance information, vi (k) to the central resource
manager (RM), The resource manager then, based on that information, sends a
vector of probabilities αi (k + 1) to the thread i. This vector denotes, for each
core j the probability of thread i being mapped to that core in the next scheduling
iteration. Performance information vi (k) is collected using the PAPI library for
interfacing with hardware performance counters. This library has been described
in D3.2, and we use it in the scheduling to record the number of instructions that
a thread has completed in one time cycle (PAPI_TOT_INS event, as described
on page 55 of D3.2). This provides us with relatively accurate measurement of
the performance of the thread, because if the thread is scheduled on a busy core
(and hence needs to share time with other threds), or if a lot of its time is used to
synchronise with other threads (and hence being locked/suspended), the number
of instructions in the time unit will be small, and the resource manager will detect
it. Once the resource manager collects this information from the threads, it calculates the average number of completed instructions, and increases the probability
of all threads that perform below average to be rescheduled to some other core. In
this way, the resource manager is detecting drops in performance of threads (and,
therefore, in the parallel application) and responds to them dynamically.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
In this deliverable, we have reviewed the tools to validate reliability, robustness,
resilience and software integrity of the software produced using the RePhrase
methodology. Specifically, we report the tools and techniques for testing, verifications, catastrophic failures and property violations for advanced patterns.
We extended the formal verification tool, ExpliSAT, to verify patterned programs, including adding automatic identification of bugs, and a method that uses
ExpliSAT to prove the functional equivalence between the original sequential and
re factored parallel versions of code. In addition, In order to scale to industrial scale
code we invested in enhancing ExpliSAT algorithms to furtherer reduce the model
representing the code under verification, and integrate ExpliSAT with mutationbased fuzzing techniques.
We extended the combinatorial test design tool, IBM FOCUS CTD, to allow
utilizing the model and existing test suite for the original sequential code, to obtain
an extended model and test suite for testing the parallel patterned program. This
approach greatly eases the task of obtaining an optimized test plan designed to
validate the RePhrase refactored program.
Regarding the detection of catastrophic failures, we have extended a TSan, a
well-known data race detector, to support the semantics of lock-free data structures.
This support is given in the form of framework through CSV, a semantic verification framework for lock-free data structures based on C++ contracts. To implement
this framework, we extended both Clang compiler and TSan race detector tool in
order to support the syntax based on contracts and to perform the semantic verification process. Throughout the evaluation, we demonstrated the benefits of CSV
with respect to the stand-alone TSan detector and compared the detection accuracy using the lock-free SPSC queue as use case. Basically, CSV provides two
main features: i) to filter false positive race warnings; and ii) to detect misuses via
semantics of lock-free data structures.
With respect to tools and and techniques for testing and verification, we described the support in the RePhrase refactoring tool for predicting speedups of the
parallel application and, hence, discovering upfront if a certain parallelisation will
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introduce performance problems due to granularity issues. We have also described
a part of the dynamic scheduling infrastructure, presented in more details in D4.3
and D4.4, which uses the PAPI library for accesing performance counters to identify, at runtime, when parallel threads are underpefroming and, hence, remap them
to different cores
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